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Q4 pullback in retail from record surge 

• Pullback in retail volumes after their record Q3 surge, leaving retail volumes close to 5% higher over 2020.  

• The retail sector in general has been considerably stronger than envisaged in the depths of the COVID-19 
gloom last year.  Durable retail has been the clear standout. 

• The outlook is for a less volatile period of retail activity but for more modest growth over 2021. Business 
spending will need to step up to provide more backbone to the expansion we see unfolding over the next few 
years. 

Summary and implications  

Q4 saw a stronger than expected pullback in retail volumes from their record Q3 climb, leaving total and core volumes 

up to 5% higher over 2020. It points to some downside risk to our Q4 +0.5% qoq GDP pick. Despite the Q4 fall, retail 

activity over 2020 was much stronger than seemed possible in the depths of the COVID-19 gloom last year, with 

durable retail a clear standout. There were also signs of supply chain frictions boosting retail goods prices, which we 

expect will unwind over the course of 2021.  

There is hope that the sharp swings that characterised 2020 can be avoided in 2021. The resurgent housing market 

and continued nest-building by households should continue to support durable retail. However, slowing resident 

population growth, anaemic wage growth, increasing headwinds from fewer overseas tourists, and a still-uncertain 

economic outlook for retailers should likely contribute to modest growth in overall retail activity over 2021. With 

consumers having played their part, the growth baton will need to be passed to the business sector to drive the pick-

up in domestic spending we see unfolding over the next few years. 

Larger than expected Q4 fall for retail volumes after record Q3 rise 

Retail trade spending volumes fell 2.7% qoq in Q4 (core – 3.1% qoq), which was weaker than ASB and market 

expectations. The Q4 fall followed record quarterly swings for total (-14.9% in Q2, 27.8% in Q3) and core volumes 

over the middle of 2020 that was impacted by the raising and subsequent relaxation of COVID-19 Alert levels. Total 

and core retail volumes rose 4.8% and 4.2%, respectively, over 2020.  

Retail values fell 1.2% in Q4 (+4.9% yoy), with core values down 1.8% qoq (+5.3% yoy), slightly weaker than the 0.5% 

to 1.0% quarterly climbs in retail Electronic Card Transaction spending. Lower cash spending (which is not included in 

the ECT figures) might explain the discrepancy in Q4. 

Also weighing on Q4 retail volumes were firming retail prices. The retail trade deflator managed a 1.5% quarterly 

climb (0.1% yoy), considerably above the 0.5% qoq rise in consumer prices (+1.4% yoy). Prices were generalised across 

retail store-types. Stock shortages look to have resulted in higher than usual increases for retail consumer prices, and 

this looks set to continue over early 2021. 
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Generalised falls across retail store types 

Quarterly falls were generalised across most retail store-types, with falls in 11 of 15 retail sub-groups and 10 of 12 

core sub-groups.  However, only four of the 15 industries had lower volumes than a year ago. 

- Quarterly falls in volumes that had surged in Q3 

following the moving down of Alert Level 

restrictions. Liquor sales (-12.5% qoq), specialised 

food (-6% qoq), accommodation volumes (-12.8%) 

and recreational goods (-14.6% qoq) cooled. 

- Low interest rates and the recycling of funds 

earmarked for overseas trips are being used to buy 

durable goods. Retail volumes eased back from 

record highs for electrical and electronic retail 

volumes (-0.8% qoq, 21% yoy) and hardware (-1% 

qoq, 14.6% yoy), but were up strongly over 2020. 

Tailwinds from the housing market boosted 

furniture volumes by 4% qoq (10% yoy).  Auto sales 

volumes eased 2% in Q4 (+9.3% yoy), stronger than 

suggested by the 10% fall in car registrations over 

the quarter.  

- Apparel (2.3% qoq, 7.7% yoy) and food & beverage 

services (+3% qoq, -3.4% yoy) increased over Q4, 

whilst supermarket volumes (-4.2% qoq, 0.6% yoy) modestly declined for a third consecutive quarter. 

- Fuel volumes rose 0.5% in Q4 (3.2% yoy), a marked turnaround from the middle of 2020. 

 

Other details 

Retail stocks were down 3.8% over 2020 (around 

$325m), which has coincided with well-publicised 

stock issues for retail goods. The running down of 

stocks will weigh on Q4 GDP but the subsequent 

rebuilding of retail stocks should be positive for 

growth in the first half of this year.  

The 2.7% qoq Q4 fall in retail trade volumes provides 

a modicum of downside risk to our expectation of a 

modest +0.5% qoq lift in Q4 GDP, with the retail 

sector taking a breather after a frenetic September 

2020 quarter.  

There were regional differences in retail spending 

over 2020. Spending in inbound tourism dependent 

regions (Otago -7.5% yoy, the West Coast (-14.2% yoy) 

was noticeably weak, with Auckland (+5.0% yoy) on 

par with the nationwide total. Rural regions (Gisborne 

+13.5% yoy, Hawkes Bay +10.1% yoy, the Waikato +8.6% yoy, Northland 8.1% yoy, Nelson +7.5% yoy) were amongst 

the major outperformers, with catch-up in the housing market and resilient export commodity prices key supports. 
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The retail Outlook for 2021 and broader implications 

We are constructive on the outlook for retail. Some NZ households have paid back consumer debt over the past year.  

Aggregate household balance sheets have benefitted from the recent surge in house prices and equities and, with the 

border restrictions set to remain in place over 2021, durable goods spending should benefit. Speedy vaccine 

development and rollouts have provided more certainty and confidence to consumers despite recent scares.  

Hopefully we may avoid a repeat of the nationwide lockdowns that characterised 2020. 

However, growth in retail 

activity is expected to cool 

over 2021. Prospects for 

household incomes are not 

as upbeat given static 

employment and anaemic 

wage growth. Increasing 

headwinds from few inbound 

tourists will weigh. The 

border restrictions have seen 

net immigration into NZ slow 

from a flood to a trickle, with 

resident population growth 

over 2021 expected to be the 

weakest in close to a decade. 

The NZ household sector is 

barely saving (household 

saving was just $736m in the 

March 2020 year) with little to fall back on if needed. Rising house prices have raised future housing costs and low 

deposit interest rates have also significantly eroded interest incomes for savers. 

With government support and consumers having played their part in supporting the economy, it is time for 

businesses to step up. The growth baton will need to be passed to the business sector to drive the pick-up in domestic 

spending we see unfolding over the next few years.  
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Disclaimer 

This document is published solely for informational purposes. It has been prepared without taking account of your objectives, financial situation, or 
needs. Before acting on the information in this document, you should consider the appropriateness and suitability of the information, having regard 
to your objectives, financial situation and needs, and, if necessary seek appropriate professional or financial advice.   

We believe that the information in this document is correct and any opinions, conclusions or recommendations are reasonably held or made, based 
on the information available at the time of its compilation, but no representation or warranty, either expressed or implied, is made or provided as 
to accuracy, reliability or completeness of any statement made in this document. Any opinions, conclusions or recommendations set forth in this 
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document are subject to change without notice and may differ or be contrary to the opinions, conclusions or recommendations expressed 
elsewhere by ASB Bank Limited. We are under no obligation to, and do not, update or keep current the information contained in this document. 
Neither ASB nor any person involved in the preparation of this document accepts any liability for any loss or damage arising out of the use of all or 
any part of this document.   

Any valuations, projections and forecasts contained in this document are based on a number of assumptions and estimates and are subject to 
contingencies and uncertainties. Different assumptions and estimates could result in materially different results. ASB does not represent or warrant 
that any of these valuations, projections or forecasts, or any of the underlying assumptions or estimates, will be met.   

 


